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PROFILE

I am a classically trained
computer scientist who recently
made the transition to data
science. Through a highly
collaborative education,  I
developed strong collaborative,
leadership, and problem solving
skills across a variety of fields
from electrical engineering and
system architecture to game and
web design. When transitioning
to data science I found this prior
experience gave me a broader
perspective when analyzing data
as well as the effective tools to
communicate jargon in common
language.

SKILLS
Python, R, SQL, MatLab, C, C++,

Assembly, Scheme/Racket, Java,

HTML/CSS, Hypothesis Testing,

Tableau, Numpy, Pandas

E X P E R I E N C E

Conservator  |  Monument Conservation Collaborative

APR/MAY - SEP/NOV  2014 - 2022,  NORFOLK, CT

● Trained new personnel in being proficient and confident  in an often
ambiguous line of work

● Demonstrated organization and problem solving by creating
organized daily plans for work operations, as well as creative
solutions to unique day-to-day challenges resulting in thousands of
repaired monuments during my tenure.

● Fostered greater collaboration through communication with team
members over  necessary roles to complete a task, as well as setting
boundaries with the public and media.

E D U C A T I O N

BrainStation  |  Diploma, Data Science

NOV  2022 - FEB  2023, NEW YORK, NY

● Gained real world experience using a variety of data science tools 
through industry partners 

American University |  Bachelors of Science in Computer Science

SEP  2015 - DEC 2019,  WASHINGTON D.C.

● Graduated Cum Laude
● Dean’s list every semester from Sep. 2015- May 2019
● Inaugural Mentorship Program in Greece Member

P R O J  E C T S

Developer | Reddit Legends

JAN - FEB  2023, BrainStation

● Scraped the Apex Legend subreddit to generate a dataset, using this data
implement unsupervised clustering methods to group posts by topic to allow

for developers to have a better understanding of their community.

Additionally provided analysis on how players use the subreddit.

Co-Developer | Tetris AI in Python

JAN - MAY  2019, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

● Collaborated with a fellow student to create a rudimentary AI to play a mock
up of tetris using a variety of heuristics coded entirely in Python. The key

achievements were a program that could play tetris at beyond human levels,

as well as  communicating  what this project meant in a P vs NP context.

Additionally we outlined clear future goals for reproducibility.

Developer | Hand Held Pong in Assembly

JAN - MAY  2018, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY CSC-330

● Built a handheld pong game on a microcontroller output to an OLED screen
with 60hz refresh. Playable by a single player against a state machine.

Created in Atmel studio using Assembly, greatly demonstrated ability to

comprehend documentation.
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